
VIETNAM’S Foreign Affairs Minister
Pham Binh Minh arrived in Singapore yes-
terday for an introductory visit.

Mr Minh, who was appointed Foreign
Affairs Minister last August, will call on
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong today.

He will then meet Foreign Affairs and

Law Minister K. Shanmugam, who is host-
ing a dinner for Mr Minh and his delega-
tion.

During the visit, Mr Minh will lay a
wreath at the Ho Chi Minh Marker on the
Asian Civilisations Museum Green, in
commemoration of modern Vietnam’s

founding father.

The minister is accompanied by his

wife, Madam Nguyen Nguyet Nga, and sen-

ior officials from the Vietnam Ministry of

Foreign Affairs.

They return home tomorrow.

BY AMELIA TAN

TO ENSURE more effective help for those
who have failed their Primary School Leav-
ing Examination, NorthLight School has
one of the most-qualified teaching forces
among schools here.

About one in five – or 21 in 95 – of its
teachers has a master’s degree, or is pursu-
ing one.

In comparison, only one in 10 – about
3,000 of the approximately 30,000 teach-
ers here – has such a postgraduate degree
in the majority of mainstream schools.

It is only in top schools like Hwa Chong
Institution and Raffles Institution where
the number of teachers with postgraduate
degrees is off the charts.

As many as half the teachers in these
top-flight schools have master’s degrees

or doctorates, or are pursuing them, be-
cause they deal with the cream of the stu-
dent crop, and need to ensure that they are
up to the task of stretching their bright
charges to their full potential.

Over at NorthLight, five teachers have
master’s degrees in areas such as develop-
mental psychology, counselling and spe-
cial education, to prepare them for the job
of pushing their academically weaker stu-
dents further.

The rest did their master’s degrees in
fields such as curriculum and teaching,
English, mathematics, and sports and exer-
cise.

Most pursued their master’s in educa-
tion degrees part-time at the National In-
stitute of Education (NIE); others took
about two years off for full-time studies in
the United States, Australia and Britain.

NorthLight principal Martin Tan said it
is critical that his teachers are on a con-
stant lookout for new ways to reach out to
their students: “We’re a pioneer in giving
students who don’t do well in their studies
a second chance. We have to find our own
way forward. One way to do this is by get-
ting our teachers to further their studies.”

NorthLight’s teachers said doing the ad-
ditional degree gave them the chance to
conduct research in their classrooms,
which deepened their understanding of
their students’ learning needs and enabled
them to have a better connection with
them.

The school’s head of pastoral care and
career guidance Tan Cher Chong, who has
a Master of Education (Developmental Psy-
chology) from NIE, found through his re-
search project that students who spent
four years in NorthLight gained more in
emotional intelligence than their peers
who graduated in three years.

Students who have failed the PSLE once
graduate in four years; those who have
failed it twice graduate in three.

Mr Tan said: “If we can prove through
further research that students can gain
more in emotional intelligence by spend-
ing more time at NorthLight, we’ll be able
to encourage students to come to schools
like NorthLight instead of repeating their
PSLE.”

Ms Pauline Soh, who has a master’s in
special education from Bob Jones Universi-
ty in the US, said: “Some of my students
have learning disabilities like dyslexia and
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. I
feel confident when I apply the strategies I
have learnt, which have been backed up by
research done by experts.”

The learning journey is not over for
some teachers. Some are eyeing another
master’s degree, or even a PhD.

English teacher Joyce Ling, who has a
master’s in guidance and counselling from
James Cook University here, said: “I’m
thinking of pursuing a PhD in counselling
psychology in the next few years. I feel
that with a doctorate and by doing re-
search, I’ll be able to contribute to policy
making and, I hope, have a bigger impact
on the students.”

ameltan@sph.com.sg

NorthLight teachers (from left) Joyce Ling Yin Peng, 34; Wendy Yeo Liew Ee, 39; Susan Teo-Lui Ah Gek, 50; Pauline Soh Chi Chan, 49; and Tan Cher
Chong, 40, are some of the school’s teachers who are studying for, or have completed, their master’s degrees. ST PHOTO: CHEW SENG KIM
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